New Roselily pictures
This year some new unique Roselily varieties are available in the colors; white, hot pink and
light pink. There have been made great quality pictures of these varieties. Also the results
from our own greenhouse are presented beneath the picture of each variety. Please click
here to view our complete Roselily assortment.

New packing machine
Van den Bos is going to replace her current packing machine and we are extremely happy
with the benefits this brings for all factions. The new packing machine will be automated
completely, this also apply to scanning, stickering and so on. The advantages of the new
packing machine is that we can accelerate the packing process, the dabble time will be
longer and the quality of the packing will be improved. The last one because of the change of
filling, so the vemosveen will be divided better in the crate.

O.T. Amarossi® is promising
Amarossi® is one of the VandenBos favorites in the dark pink O.T.-segment. The lily has a
good bud presentation and is a healthy grower. The growing speed of Amarossi® can be
called quick with 12 weeks. Are you interested in this beautiful O.T.? Please contact your
sales representative.

Insights Southern Hemisphere Crop 2016
The quality of the bulbs in Chile is on a continuous rise and presents itself better than last
year. The average virus level has decreased and the quality of the bulbs is good. The
Orientals had less growth and are only available in small sizes. The OT’s had a normal growth
and good yields. This is a general observation and not region based.

Cultivation guides online
On our website we provide cultivation guides for the cut –and pot lily. We have them
available in six different languages (English, Spanish, Chinese traditional, Chinese simplified,
Vietnamese and Russian). You can find them on our website under the button “Downloads”,
or you can click here to download the cultivation guides directly.

